An asymptotic result is derived for the Jaynes-Cummings model of a two-level atom interacting with a quantized single-mode field, which is valid when the field is initially in a coherent state with a large average photon number. It is shown that for certain initial atomic states the joint atom-field wave function factors into an atomic and a field part throughout the interaction, so that each system remains separately in a pure state. The atomic part of the wave function displays a crossing of trajectories in the atom Hilbert space that leads to a unique state for the atom, independent of its initial state, at a specific time to (equal to half the revival time). The field part of the wave function resembles a crescent squeezed state.
I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
The Jaynes-Cummings model (JCM) [1] is one of the simplest of quantum-electrodynamical systems: a twolevel atom interacting with a single mode of the quantized radiation field, in the so-called rotating-wave approximation (RWA). In addition to its being exactly solvable, it has become increasingly well approximated by recent experiments involving the passage of single atoms through superconducting microwave cavities [2] . In spite of its apparent simplicity, it has provided theorists with many nontrivial and unexpected results through the years, beginning with the well-known phenomena of collapses and revivals of the atomic population inversion [3, 4] . Much of the recent research has focused on the squeezing of the field predicted by the model [5, 6) .
One of the most interesting features of the JCM is that it involves two systems in interaction, with every feature of the interaction and of each system described quantum mechanically: there are no external, c-number-type forces or potentials. (In fact, one reason why the model was originally introduced [1] was to find out in which way the quantization of the field affected the predictions for the evolution of the atom, that is, to compare with the semiclassical theory, where the field is not treated as a quantized variable. ) It is therefore possible to use the JCM to investigate many issues of interest involving interacting quantum systems, quantum correlations and entanglement, and perhaps even state preparation and measurernent. Especially noteworthy is the fact that one of the two systems, namely, the field, has a well-defined classical limit, which is usually taken to be a Glauber coherent state [7] with a very large number of photons.
Not many previous studies have emphasized this aspect of the JCM [8, 9] . Among them, as especially relevant to the present paper, one must note the research of Phoenix and Knight [10] , who used the entropy to study the correlations between the field and atom as well as the "purity" of the state of each. They showed that the field in the JCM was essentially a two-state quantity [11] . Their numerical calculations with states with nottoo-large numbers of photons also show that the field (and hence the atom) most closely returns to a pure state somewhere within the so-called "collapse region. "
It was recently shown by the present author [12] that for a large average number of photons, if the initial state of the field is a coherent state, the states of the atom and field become in fact arbitrarily pure at a specific time to equal to one-half the conventionally defined "revival time" t~; that is, the atom and field spontaneously become disentangled at this time. Moreover, it was found that the state of the atom at the time to is completely independent of the initial atomic state. One of the purposes of the present paper is to investigate the consequences of this result, as well as to present a more detailed and careful proof than could be given in Ref. [12] ;this is done in The field part of the wave function that evolves when the initial atomic state is one of the states~+ ) or~-) also has interesting properties, which are studied in some detail in Appendix B; it corresponds to a field state which (always in the limit of very large number of photons) has a large amplitude and becomes squeezed, as time passes, in a way analogous to the "crescent states" discussed by Yamamoto and co-workers [13, 14] . The field state corresponding to an initial atomic state~+ ) (~-) ) has a macroscopically well-defined phase which grows (decreases) with time; in the field's phase space the two [15, 16] (see also Refs. [17] and [18] The exact solution for an initial atomic statẽ g(0))", =n~a )+P~b) and field state~i/'(0))""= y."",C"~n) is g(t))= g [[aC"cos(g&n+lt) n =p i/3C"+, sin(g&-n + lt )]~a ) +[ iaC", sin(g&-n t)
+PC"cos(gv'n t ) ] ib ) ]~n ) . (2) In general the state described by (2) [20] , who suggested that they could be used as sensitive probes of the differences between semiclassical or neoclassical and fully quantized theories [21] ; Zaheer and Zubairy [22] (6) , as n~oo the evolution of the atomic part of the wave function becomes "infinitely slow"; in particular, it is well known [3, 4] that the relevant time scale for the JCM revivals is tie = 2v-r+n jg. Since, however, t~I n~0 as n~oo, the result (6) [15 -18] . This point will be discussed at length in the following sections.
Returning to the evolution equations (6), their most remarkable property is that the states appearing in them are product states [unlike, e.g. , the general form (1) or the special case (8) ]. This means that, in the limit of large n in which (6) (9) . This was recently pointed out by the present author [12] . ( For all other states, a total or partial "collapse of the state purity" takes place at the conventional JCM "collapse time" t, -1/g of the Rabi oscillations, as was illustrated in Ref. [12] ( Fig. 1 ; see also Ref. [10] 
For all the number states having an appreciable weight in the sum (7), one expects (n n) to -be of the order of, or smaller than, n; hence, as long as t « tz =2m'1/n /g. , the third term on the right-hand side of (14) and all the higher-order terms may be ignored to yield
"~, &n! e TigtV n /2! Ue Tigt/2V n g (15) where, as in Eq. (4) (19) which, for the scalar products appearing in Eq. (18) , yields l&ue '"/' "lue'' ' ")I' 212 =exp( 4n sin gt/2-v' n )=e g ', (20) where the last approximation holds for the times we are considering, namely, t « tlat. Clearly, when (18) To support this contention, recall that the quantum" or "shot-noise" limit to a precise phase measurement is given by This density operator becomes diagonal to a good approximation, as soon as t is somewhat larger than the collapse time. To see this, note that the scalar product of two coherent states is given by the general formula [7] (21) [27] ).
This approach offers an interesting interpretation of an old result of Milburn [29] regarding the JCM evolution when the field is initially prepared in a squeezed, rather than a coherent, state. The shot-noise limit just discussed may be understood in terms of the intrinsic phase uncertainty of a coherent state [30] . Quantized It seems, in fact, at first sight that for the problem at hand one could prove a sort of "superselection rule" (and that without having to invoke an "environment") as follows: in the limit t~~, n~~,~0 gt '&n (26) every field operator which involves Pnite powers of creation and annihilation operators has vanishing matrix elements between the states Iue' ' ") andlue ' ' '), provided that n does not go to infinity faster than any power of t.
To show this, it is enough to consider normally ordered field operators, and, for example, the matrix element of a~, which, according to Eq. (20) , has magnitude I (Ue -i / V lap IUeig& /2 n ) I n P/2e g t /2 - (27) which goes to zero in the limit (26) It also hints at the possibility that the macroscopic nature of the apparatus itself, without having to resort to an external environment, might suffice to provide a superselection rule and with it a justification for the collapse of the wave-function postulate.
Yet, interesting as all this seems, it may unfortunately not be applicable to the real JCM, for the following reason: Eq. (17) is really only the leading term in a hypothetical expansion of the state of the system in powers of 1/n The ter.ms neglected, while going to zero in the limit n -+~, may well make finite contributions to expectation values of such field operators as, e.g. , n, which neither the postulated density operator (25) nor, for that matter, the state (17) would account for. Unless these terms can be quantified somehow, the precise relevance of the result (26) and (27) to the question of the state reduction in the JCM will remain questionable: the possibility has to be allowed for that one could find an operator whose measurement would disclose the fact that (25) is not the true state of the system (and, more to the point, that the true state is not a mixture but a coherent superposition), even in the limit (26 (28) with I@+(t)) and I@ (t)) given by Eq. (7) . Then, the fact that at the time to the two atomic states appearing in (28) To assess the goodness of (29) [35] or a field interacting with a Kerr medium [14] ; see Appendix B for further details.
There have been other proposals to produce Schrodinger cat field states, in the sense of (31) , which also rely on JCM dynamics: see the papers quoted in Ref. [9] . The [9] , which can be very close to a coherent state for the right choice of parameters. Of course, it might be argued that if one were able to prepare a single-peaked cotangent state in the cavity, one might probably just as easily prepare a doublypeaked, Schrodinger-cat-like one [9] . One (34) The crucial, observable difference between these two states is that an ensemble described by (33) exhibits oscillations of the population inversion (the well-known JCM revival) whereas one described by (34) (33) is proportional to the scalar product (36) which is not at all zero, and in fact is quite significant.
An extrapolation of the upper part of Fig. 1 It seems, therefore, that some progress could be made, in general, in the study of the dynamics of a quantum system coupled to a large, "quasiclassical" system by searching for approximate solutions of the product form such as those found here for the JCM. These correspond to initial states which retain their purity as they evolve and which may therefore be called "long-lived" states of the system; they may change with time but in a predictable manner, not becoming a random ensemble after a short time unlike most other initial states or doing so only on a much longer timescale.
From the point of view of the quantum theory of measurement, the JCM has been shown to be "almost" a paradigm: there is, at the collapse time, a strong correlation between the initial state of the atom and macroscopically distinct states of a "pointer" system or apparatus, namely, the quantized electromagnetic field; and a sort of superselection rule holding in the limit of an infinitely large apparatus (n -+ oo) could almost be proven. The world "almost" here refers to the fact that these results could only be established for the asymptotic solutions, Eqs. (6), and there is some uncertainty as to how they might be modified by the inclusion of the terms neglected (which go to zero as n~~, but might make contributions to the expectation values of operators involving high powers of n, the photon number).
It seems that it might be worthwhile to investigate pos- 
where the last inequality follows from &n +1+ t/n~(/n for all n Cl. early the right-hand side of (A7) goes to zero as n~oo, since ((n -n ) ) =n. The same proof applies to the second sum on the right-hand side of (A6).
In the limit n~ao, therefore, one may replace the exact solution (Al) by the approximation (A5). Consider then the evolution of the initial atomic state I+ ) defined by I+&= (e '~Ia&+lb)). I+&Iv&i, =,~-(e '~e 'g'" "Ia)+Ib&) [14] , which concerned a state generated in a nonlinear Kerr-type medium. A study of Q(r, g, t ) for long times shows that the distribution eventually does adopt a nicely shaped, almost symmetric, crescent form. The main difference (and a major one) is that the states~4+(t)) and~4 (t)), according to Eq.
(82), never exhibit any photon-number squeezing. This is probably due to the fact that for the states~4+(t)) and (t) ) the axis for squeezing and the direction of the coherent amplitude are tilted at a different angle, in phase space, than for the states of Ref. [14] .
